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Abstract	

The	microenvironments	of	the	brain	consist	of	specialized	cell	types	that	together	influence	

physiological	functions	in	health	and	pathological	outcomes	in	disease.	Despite	apparent	differences	

in	 the	density	of	neurons	and	oligodendrocytes	 in	various	milieus,	 such	as	gray	matter	 (GM)	and	

white	matter	(WM),	the	extent	of	structural	and	functional	heterogeneity	of	other	resident	cells	re-

mains	unclear.	We	profiled	RNA	in	~500,000	nuclei	from	19	tissue	types	across	the	central	nervous	

system	of	the	healthy	adult	common	marmoset	(Callithrix	jacchus)	and	mapped	87	identified	sub-

clusters	(including	neurons,	glia,	and	vasculature)	spatially	onto	a	3D	MRI	atlas.	We	performed	cross-

species	comparison,	explored	regulatory	pathways,	surveyed	cellular	determinants	of	neurological	

disorders,	and	modeled	regional	intercellular	communication.	We	found	spatially	segregated	micro-

glia,	oligodendrocyte	lineage	cells,	and	astrocytes	in	WM	and	GM.	WM-glia	are	diverse,	are	enriched	

with	genes	involved	in	stimulus	response	and	biomolecule	modification,	and	interact	with	other	res-

ident	cells	more	extensively	than	their	GM	counterparts.	GM-glia	preserve	the	expression	of	devel-

opmental	morphogens	into	adulthood	and	share	6	differentially	enriched	transcription	factors	that	

restrict	 the	transcriptome	complexity.	Our	work	 in	marmoset,	an	experimentally	tractable	animal	

model	with	>5	times	more	WM	volume	and	complexity	than	mouse,	identifies	novel	WM-glia	sub-

types	and	their	contributions	to	different	neurological	disorders.	A	companion	Callithrix	jacchus	Pri-

mate	Cell	Atlas	(CjPCA)	is	available	through	an	online	portal	https://cjpca.ninds.nih.gov	to	facilitate	

data	exploration.		
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Main	

An	understanding	of	microenvironmental	heterogeneity	and	 its	wide	 impact	on	biological	

processes	is	necessary	for	the	interpretation	of	experimental	perturbations.	Recent	advances	in	ge-

netic	profiling	tools	with	single-cell	resolution	have	revealed	that	the	extent	of	regional	cellular	di-

versity	in	the	brain’s	gray	matter	is	far	beyond	what	had	traditionally	been	appreciated	(Bakken	et	

al.,	2020;	Hodge	et	al.,	2020;	Zeisel	et	al.,	2018).	However,	characterization	of	cellular	profiles	in	white	

matter	(particularly	subcortical	white	matter)	is	limited	due	to	its	modest	representation	in	mouse,	

the	most	common	mammalian	model	system	in	biology.	In	the	common	marmoset	(Callithrix	jacchus),	

an	emerging	animal	model	that	bridges	mouse	and	higher	primates	behaviorally,	genetically,	immu-

nologically,	and	neuroanatomically,	we	surveyed	the	diversity	of	single	cells	throughout	the	brain,	

including	both	gray	and	white	matter.	Leveraging	the	massively	greater	(>5-fold	more)	subcortical	

white	matter	to	cortical	gray	matter	volumetric	ratio	in	marmoset	compared	to	mouse	(Ventura-An-

tunes	et	al.,	2013),	we	found	unexpected	and	previously	undescribed	glial	heterogeneity	in	WM.	We	

conclude,	based	on	comprehensive	analysis	of	gene-expression	patterns	and	regulatory	pathways,	

that	WM	glia	accrued	additional	features,	are	further	advanced	in	the	program	of	specialization,	for-

got	their	morphogenic	origin,	and	are	more	talkative	than	their	GM	counterparts.	

	

Glia	reflect	differential	residence	in	gray	and	white	matter	

We	performed	in	vivo	magnetic	resonance	imaging	(MRI)	of	the	brains	of	two	marmosets	and	

identified	brain	structures	by	cross-referencing	to	3D	MRI	atlases	(Figure	1A).	For	each	animal,	we	

made	a	customized	brain	holder	to	facilitate	image-guided	sampling	from	a	confined	region	(corre-

sponding	to	~10	μL	of	tissue,	Figure	1B,	S1),	isolated	nuclei	from	22	locations	(Figure	1C),	and	cate-

gorized	them	in	three	different	ways	(Figure	1D).	We	surveyed	cells	without	preselection,	integrating	

all	42	samples.	A	 total	of	534,553	nuclei	were	recovered	after	a	 first	 round	of	preprocessing	and	

quality	control	(Figure	S2	–	4	and	Table	S1).	In	the	Level	1	analysis,	we	divided	nuclei	into	6	classes,	

as	determined	by	the	expression	of	canonical	markers	(NEU,	CNTN5+	neurons;	OLI,	MBP+	oligoden-

drocytes;	AST,	ALDH1L1+	astrocytes;	OPC,	PDGFRA+	oligodendrocyte	progenitor	cells;	MIC,	PTPRC+	

microglia/immune	cells;	VAS,	LEPR+	vascular	cells	/	CEMIP+	meningeal	cells	/	TMEM232+	ventricular	

cells)	(Figure	S5A).	The	relative	composition	of	marmoset	cell	types	(47%	neurons,	35%	oligoden-

drocyte-lineage	cells,	12%	astrocytes,	and	4%	immune	cells;	Figure	1E)	across	our	selected	brain	

regions	corresponds	well	to	a	morphological	counting	of	cell	types	in	human	neocortex	across	age	

(18	–	93	years)	and	sex	(42%	neurons,	43%	oligodendrocyte-lineage	cells,	11%	astrocytes,	and	3%	

immune	cells)	(Bartheld	et	al.,	2016;	Pelvig	et	al.,	2008).		
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The	Level	2	analysis	consisted	of	additional	rounds	of	quality	control	and	manifold	learning	

(Methods),	in	which	the	6	major	cell	classes	were	further	grouped	into	87	subclusters	(Figure	1F).	

We	mapped	the	general	landscape	of	the	dataset	(Figure	S3D	–	E,	S5	–	7)	and	inspected	the	major	

features	related	to	neurons	(Figure	S8	–	12),	finding	close	agreement	with	several	previous	reports	

(Bakken	et	al.,	2020;	Hodge	et	al.,	2020;	Krienen	et	al.,	2020).	Interestingly,	we	found	apparent	spatial	

segregation	of	microglia,	oligodendrocyte	progenitor	cells	(OPC),	and	astrocytes	between	cerebral	

white	matter	 (hereafter	 denoted	 “WM”)	 and	 cortical	 gray	matter	 (hereafter	 denoted	 “GM”).	We	

therefore	 leveraged	 the	 unprecedented	 level	 of	 regional	 resolution	 to	 assess	 glial	 heterogeneity	

across	the	brain.		

	

White	matter	microglia	appear	to	be	older	than	gray	matter	microglia	

In	the	microglia/immune	cell	class	(MIC),	a	total	of	18,279	nuclei	were	included	in	the	Level	

2	analysis	(Figure	S13).	We	found	7	distinct	subclusters,	of	which	4	were	circulating	peripheral	im-

mune	populations	and	3	were	brain-resident	 immune	cells	 (microglia).	 In	additional	 to	canonical	

markers	(P2RY13,	 ITGAX),	 the	expression	of	FLT1	 (vascular	endothelial	growth	factor	receptor	1)	

diverged	substantially	across	immune	cells	(Figure	2C),	such	that	circulating	peripheral	blood	mon-

onuclear	cells	(PBMC)	were	FLT1-	and	microglia	were	FLT1+.		

Within	the	3	clusters	of	microglia,	we	noticed	a	spatial	separation	in	subtypes	across	brain	

regions.	MIC1	and	MIC2	were	enriched	in	GM	and	MIC3	in	WM	(Figure	2A	–	B).	This	relationship	was	

so	strong	that	the	abundance	of	WM-enriched	(MIC3)	microglia	was	positively	and	negatively	corre-

lated	with	the	number	of	oligodendrocytes	(OLI)	and	neurons	(NEU),	respectively.	In	contrast,	GM-

enriched	populations	(MIC1	and	MIC2)	had	similar	densities	across	brain	regions	(Figure	2D).	We	

further	investigated	the	enrichment	of	genes	in	GM-	and	WM-enriched	microglia	using	gene	module	

analysis	(Cao	et	al.,	2019),	grouping	genes	into	 lists	by	their	expression	similarity	(Methods),	and	

performed	gene	ontology	(GO)	analysis	(Figure	2E	–	M	and	Table	S2).	The	expression	of	a	given	mod-

ule	is	visualized	by	aggregating	the	expression	of	multiple	genes	in	the	list	(Figure	S13C),	and	cross-

referenced	with	its	expression	pattern	on	microglia	isolated	from	the	whole	brain	of	mice	by	trans-

lating	marmoset	gene	names	to	mouse	(Hammond	et	al.,	2019).	Specifically,	we	clustered	mouse	mi-

croglia	with	our	pipeline	and	grouped	clusters	by	age	(embryo,	neonate,	adult;	Figure	2E	–	F,	S14A	–	

F).	Interestingly,	we	found	that	gene	modules	(PG.m8/2,	Knn.m5/3/6)	enriched	in	marmoset	GM-

microglia	were	highly	expressed	in	young	mouse	microglia	(Figure	2G,	2H,	S14G	–	H).	In	contrast,	

adult	mouse	microglia	showed	higher	expression	of	gene	modules	(PG.m3/4/1,	Knn.m2/7/1)	also	
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enriched	in	marmoset	WM-microglia	(Figure	2G,	2I,	2K,	S14G	–	H).	Together,	these	findings	suggest	

that	the	transcriptome	profile	of	GM-microglia	is	more	naïve	than	WM-microglia.		

Illustrating	the	ability	of	this	workflow	to	highlight	relevant	biological	processes,	GO	terms	

like	“positive	regulation	of	leukocyte	activation,”	“positive	regulation	of	immune	responses,”	and	“im-

mune	system	development”	were	associated	with	PBMC	(PG.m7	genes,	Figure	2M).	Cell	cycle	features	

like	“DNA	biosynthesis	process”	and	“regulation	of	G2/M	transition	of	mitotic	cell	cycle”	were	discov-

ered	in	cycling	myeloid	cells	(PG.m9,	Figure	2L).	On	the	other	hand,	genes	related	to	“synapse	pruning”	

were	uniformly	detected	in	all	microglia	subclusters	(Knn.m6,	Figure	2J)	(Wilton	et	al.,	2019).	In	GM-

microglia,	we	found	enrichment	of	GO	terms	relating	to	pre-	and	post-synaptic	assembly,	neurotrans-

mitter	secretion,	and	regulation	of	neuron	development	(Knn.m3,	Figure	2H).	Terms	related	to	bio-

molecule	activity,	cell	movement,	stimulus	response,	and	regulation	of	nucleic	acids	were	enriched	

in	WM-microglia	(PG.m1/4,	Figure	2I,	2K).	These	findings	suggest	that,	in	homeostasis,	GM-microglia	

are	relatively	stationary	and	more	involved	in	the	modulating	neuronal	synaptic	activity,	whereas	

WM-microglia	are	primed	to	a	more	active,	migratory	state.		

	

White	matter	oligodendrocyte	progenitor	cells	form	a	unique	population	

A	similar	GM-WM	segregation	was	noted	 for	OPC	populations,	grouped	 into	5	subclusters	

from	a	total	of	20,306	nuclei	(Figures	3A–B,	S15–16).	WM-enriched	OPC	(OPC3)	were	positively	cor-

related	with	 the	 abundance	 of	 oligodendrocytes	 and	 negatively	 with	 the	 abundance	 of	 neurons,	

whereas	GM-enriched	OPC	(OPC1)	were	similar	in	density	regardless	of	sampling	site	(Figure	3D).	

Interestingly,	several	top	differentially	expressed	gene	(DEG)	related	to	general	neuronal	functioning	

(RGS4,	OLFM1,	VSNL1,	SETD6,	THY1,	SNAP25,	CHN1,	CAMK2A;	Figure	2B)	were	shared	between	GM-

OPC	and	GM-microglia	(OPC1	and	MIC1),	and	both	OPC1	and	MIC1	had	fewer	detected	genes	com-

pared	to	their	WM	counterparts	(OPC3	and	MIC3;	Figures	S13B	and	S15B).	We	therefore	hypothesize	

that	GM-microglia	and	GM-OPC	are	 in	a	more	naïve	state	relative	 to	WM-microglia	and	WM-OPC,	

which	in	turn	have	acquired	gene	expression	features	specific	to	their	microenvironment.		

To	further	explore	this	notion,	we	performed	gene	module	analysis	(Figure	S15C,	Table	S2)	

as	described	above.	As	a	positive	 control,	 “myelination”	 term	 (Knn.m8;	Figure	3H)	 is	 enriched	 in	

OPC5,	which	had	transcriptomic	evidence	of	differentiation	to	oligodendrocytes	(ENPP6,	CNP,	MBP)	

but	preserved	expression	of	a	canonical	OPC	marker	(PDGFRA).	We	found	regulation	of	synapse,	neu-

rotransmitter	secretion,	and	regulation	of	neuron	survival	to	be	enriched	in	OPC1	(Knn.m1;	Figure	

3F),	GO	terms	that	are	very	similar	to	those	enriched	in	MIC1	(PG.m8;	Figure	2H).	On	the	other	hand,	

WM-OPC	 (OPC3)	 were	 enriched	 with	 terms	 related	 to	 component	 organization,	 molecule	
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modification,	and	cell	motility	(Knn.m6	and	PG.m5;	Figure	3G,	S15D).	Markers	enriched	in	OPC3	are	

known	 for	 regulating	 OPC	 dispersal	 (SLIT2)	 (Liu	 et	 al.,	 2012)	 and	 inhibiting	 CNS	 angiogenesis	

(SEMA3E)	(Mecollari	et	al.,	2014)	(Figure	3B,	S13D).	Together,	these	observations	support	our	hy-

pothesis	that	adult	WM-OPC,	in	homeostasis,	are	a	population	set	a	to	more	active,	migratory	state	

compare	to	their	GM	counterpart.			

To	understand	how	OPC	subclusters	we	identified	in	marmoset	compare	to	OPC	in	other	spe-

cies	(Habib	et	al.,	2017;	Lake	et	al.,	2018;	Marisca	et	al.,	2020;	Marques	et	al.,	2016;	Polioudakis	et	al.,	

2019;	Zeisel	et	al.,	2018;	Zhang	et	al.,	2014;	2016),	we	performed	a	Pearson’s	correlation	analysis	

(Figure	S17–19).	Prior	to	comparison,	we	humanized	gene	names	of	each	species	with	a	one-to-one	

ortholog	index	based	on	BioMart	information	(Methods).	As	a	positive	control,	we	found	agreement	

in	oligodendrocyte	lineage	differentiation	features	across	species	(Figure	3I):	marmoset	differentiat-

ing	OPC	(OPC5)	and	oligodendrocytes	(OLI1–6)	correlate	with	ENPP6+/MAG+	oligodendrocyte	line-

age	cells	in	zebrafish	(dr_3),	mouse	(mm1_2,	mm2_1,	mm3_NFO,	mm3_OLI),	and	human	(hs1_4,	hs2_2,	

hs3_3,	hs4_OLI).	Overall,	we	noted	greater	heterogeneity	of	OPC	subpopulations	in	marmoset,	such	

that	there	was	higher	correlation	between	OPC	in	all	other	species	and	marmoset	GM-OPC	(OPC1)	

than	marmoset	WM-OPC	 (OPC3).	We	 further	 quantified	 this	 observation	 by	 comparing	 the	 fold-

change	of	similarity	between	OPC	subclusters	(ratio	of	r2	values)	(Figure	3J).	For	OPC3,	the	median	

of	the	ratio	is	consistently	lower	than	1	across	datasets,	indicating	that	OPC3	is	less	similar	than	OPC1	

to	previously	described	OPC	in	other	species.	As	a	negative	control,	the	similarity	ratio	between	OPC2	

(transcriptomically	more	similar	to	OPC1	than	OPC3,	Figure	3B)	and	OPC1	is	centered	at	1,	with	the	

exception	of	zebrafish	OPC.	These	comparisons	are	limited	by	differences	in	methodology	(including	

full-length	SMART-Seq	versus	droplet	methods,	sequencing	of	single	cells	vs.	nuclei,	use	of	adult	vs.	

prenatal	tissues).	More	robust	cross-species	comparison	is	therefore	needed,	but	it	is	likely	that	the	

marmoset	WM-OPC-like	population	was	missed	in	other	datasets	is	in	part	due	to	insufficient	WM	

sampling	and	low	numbers	of	sequenced	OPC	rather	than	a	specific	marmoset	innovation.		

	

Cortical	gray	matter	contains	relatively	few	young	oligodendrocytes	

A	total	of	128,710	nuclei	were	included	in	the	marmoset	OLI	class,	from	which	6	subclusters	

were	identified	(Figure	S20).	Marmoset	oligodendrocytes	were	arranged	into	a	continuous,	graded	

pattern	in	2D	UMAP	space	(Figure	4A),	similar	to	what	was	observed	in	mouse	brain	under	two	dif-

ferent	sampling	paradigms	(Marques	et	al.,	2016;	Zeisel	et	al.,	2018)	(Figure	S22–23).	We	denoted	as	

OLI1	the	subcluster	that	appeared	transcriptionally	youngest	based	on	a	mouse	study	of	differentia-

tion-committed	oligodendrocyte	precursors,	which	were	Pdgfra-	and	Tns3+	(Marques	et	al.,	2016),	
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and	named	the	other	OLI	subclusters	sequentially.	Instead	of	a	clear	GM-WM	segregation	as	observed	

for	microglia	and	OPC	(Figure	2A	and	3A),	we	found	proportional	differences	along	the	intermingled	

oligodendrocyte	subtypes	across	brain	regions.	OLI1	was	lowest	in	GM	(median	abundance	~0.5%),	

compared	to	~10%	relative	abundance	in	the	WM	and	“other”	sampling	sites	(Figure	4C).	Similarly,	

OLI2	and	OLI3	were	relatively	sparse	in	GM.	

Interestingly,	OLI1	(putatively	youngest)	and	OLI6	(putatively	oldest)	are	close	together	in	

the	2D	UMAP	projection,	 suggesting	 transcriptomic	 similarity.	We	 therefore	pursued	a	3D	UMAP	

analysis	of	oligodendrocytes,	finding	a	spiral	pattern	that	we	also	observed	upon	reanalysis	of	previ-

ously	reported	human	(Jäkel	et	al.,	2019)	(Figure	S21)	and	mouse	(Zeisel	et	al.,	2018)(Figure	S22)	

oligodendrocyte	transcriptomes.	This	spiral	pattern	was	also	captured	at	the	level	of	DEG	across	oli-

godendrocyte	subclusters	(Figure	4D).	The	expression	patterns	of	most	oligodendrocyte	DEG	(XYLT1,	

TNS1,	TNS3,	MAN1C1,	BTBD16,	 CCP110,	 CSF1,	DOCK5,	PAM,	MUSK,	GPM6A,	DPP10)	 were	 aligned	

across	species	and	were	therefore	used	to	label	the	gross	developmental	trajectory	of	oligodendro-

cytes	(Figure	4B,	S21–22).	

We	asked	whether	graded	transcriptomic	changes	along	the	spiral	oligodendrocyte	trajec-

tory	can	be	modeled	by	waves	of	influence	from	within	and/or	directional	stimuli	from	the	environ-

ment.	 To	 address	 this,	 we	 performed	 a	 pseudotime	 analysis	 of	 marmoset	 oligodendrocytes	 and	

mapped	the	expression	of	transcription	factors	along	the	pseudotime	trajectories.	We	transferred	

the	precalculated	UMAP	embeddings	and	used	Monocle3	to	learn	the	principal	graph	(Methods).	We	

set	ENPP6high	oligodendrocytes	as	the	starting	point	(Figure	4E,	left)	for	this	analysis	and	visualized	

gene	expression	dynamics	along	the	pseudotime	axis	by	overlaying	the	contribution	from	each	OLI	

subcluster	(Figure	4E,	right).	The	pattern	of	expression	dynamics	agrees	with	the	visual	impression	

of	gene	expression	along	the	spiral	3D	UMAP	path.	In	3D,	the	molecular	distances	from	OLI4	to	OLI5	

and	from	OLI4	to	OLI6	are	similar,	indicating	that	OLI5	and	OLI6	might	develop	in	parallel,	rather	

than	dependently	(Figure	4F	and	4G,	top).		

We	next	extracted	the	calculated	pseudotime	values	and	arbitrarily	binned	them	into	125	

steps	to	map	the	expression	pattern	of	a	list	of	transcription	factors	along	the	trajectory.	Interestingly,	

we	found	that	expression	of	these	63	master	regulators	could	be	coarsely	grouped	into	3	sets	(Steps	

0–60,	60–80,	and	80–125),	each	of	which	was	largely	distinct	and	used	by	different	subsets	of	OLI	

along	the	pseudotime	trajectory	(Figure	4F).	Set	1	was	mainly	present	in	OLI1	and	OLI2	(nuclei	in	

Steps	0–60),	with	high	expression	of	transcription	factors	in	Branch	1	(❶)	and	low	expression	in	

Branch	3	(❸).	Set	3	was	mainly	present	in	OLI4–6	(nuclei	in	Steps	80–125),	with	high	expression	

levels	of	Branch	3	transcription	 factors	and	 low	levels	of	Branch	1.	 Interestingly,	an	 intermediate	
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state	(nuclei	in	Steps	60–80)	was	mainly	observed	in	OLI3,	with	intermediate	levels	of	both	Branch	

1	and	3	genes	but	high	ETV5	expression	(Branch	2,	❷).	The	dynamic	expression	levels	of	selected	

transcription	factors	that	fluctuated	along	the	trajectory	were	plotted	as	a	function	of	pseudotime	

(Figure	4G).	Of	all	genes	examined,	only	ELF2	and	ETV5	peaked	in	the	middle	stages	of	oligodendro-

cytes	(OLI2	and	OLI3,	respectively),	whereas	the	other	master	regulators	were	clustered	either	at	the	

early	(OLI1)	or	late	(OLI4–6)	stages.	A	positive	correlation	between	ELF2	and	myelin	was	supported	

in	a	human	snRNA-seq	study,	 in	which	ELF2	was	high	in	control	WM,	normal	appearing	WM,	and	

remyelinated	multiple	sclerosis	lesions	but	lower	in	WM	lesions	(active,	chronic	active,	and	chronic	

inactive)	(Jäkel	et	al.,	2019).	On	the	other	hand,	Etv5	can	act	as	a	suppressor	of	oligodendrocyte	dif-

ferentiation,	such	that	enforced	expression	of	Etv5	in	rat	OPC	decreased	the	production	of	MBP+	oli-

godendrocytes	(Wang	et	al.,	2017).	That	ETV5	expression	peaks	in	OLI3	(Step	60–80)	suggests	that	

OLI3	might	be	a	population	that	is	poised	to	differentiate	(Figure	4G).		

To	 further	 understand	 the	 functional	 significance	 of	 OLI	 subclusters,	we	 performed	 gene	

module	and	GO	analysis	as	described	above	(Figure	S20,	Table	S2).	Not	surprisingly,	we	found	that	

oligodendrocytes	are	involved	in	“myelination”	(Knn.m11;	Figure	4H)	and	“positive	regulation	of	cell	

projection	 organization”	 (Knn.m2;	 Figure	 S20D).	 Terms	 related	 to	 chromosome	 organization,	

DNA/RNA	metabolism,	and	protein	modification	(PG.m4	and	PG.m11;	Figure	4H	and	S20D)	were	en-

riched	in	younger	oligodendrocytes	(OLI1–3).	In	older	oligodendrocytes	(OLI4–6),	terms	related	to	

neurotransmitter	signaling,	synaptic	structure	and	plasticity,	and	higher	functions	(such	as	learning,	

memory,	and	speech)	were	enriched	(PG.m8	and	Knn.m9;	Figure	4H	and	S20D).	It	has	been	shown	

that	oligodendrocytes	are	highly	responsive	 to	neuronal	activity	(Gibson	et	al.,	2014;	Hines	et	al.,	

2015;	Hrvatin	et	al.,	2018),	and	their	rapid	production	is	important	for	motor	skill	learning	(McKen-

zie	et	al.,	2014;	Xiao	et	al.,	2016).	These	results	suggest	neuronal	activity-dependent	specification	of	

OLI4–6,	consistent	with	findings	from	studies	of	adaptive	myelination	(Baraban	et	al.,	2016;	Bechler	

et	al.,	2018;	McKenzie	et	al.,	2014;	Young	et	al.,	2013).		

Interestingly,	we	found	that	MUSK	was	differentially	enriched	in	OLI4–5	(Figure	4B).	MUSK	

is	well	known	to	function	at	the	neuromuscular	junction	and,	but	its	expression	in	the	brain	is	thought	

to	 mediate	 cholinergic	 responses,	 synaptic	 plasticity,	 and	memory	 formation	 (Garcia-Osta	 et	 al.,	

2006).	The	expression	of	MUSK	in	oligodendrocytes	has	not	been	reported	previously.	In	marmoset,	

we	found	it	almost	exclusively	in	oligodendrocytes	and	a	group	of	PDGFRA+	vascular	and	leptomenin-

geal	cells	(VLMC1)	(Figure	S20E).	Clinically,	autoantibodies	against	MuSK	are	characteristic	in	many	

cases	of	acetylcholine	receptor	antibody-negative	myasthenia	gravis,	and	coincident	central	nervous	

system	demyelination	in	these	cases	may	be	underreported	(Sylvester	et	al.,	2013).	MUSK	expression	
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in	oligodendrocytes	seems	to	be	unique	to	primate,	as	it	is	also	detected	in	human	oligodendrocytes	

(Figure	S21)	but	not	in	mouse.		

	

Astrocyte	subtypes	are	segregated	by	compartments	of	the	neural	tube	

We	observed	shared	transcriptomic	features	and	intermingled	distribution	of	nuclei	from	as-

trocyte	(AST)	and	vascular	(VAS)	classes,	so	we	pooled	these	two	classes	for	the	second	round	of	

quality	control	to	facilitate	artifact	imputation	(Figure	S24).	A	total	of	74,204	nuclei	were	studied,	

which	included	the	major	cell	types	present	at	CNS	barriers	(astrocytes,	endothelial	cells,	ependymal	

cells,	and	meningeal	cells)	(Figure	S25	–	28).	The	localization	of	marker	gene	expression	for	these	

cell	types	is	demonstrated	in	reference	to	in	situ	hybridization	(ISH)	on	P0	marmoset	brain	from	the	

Marmoset	Gene	Atlas	(Shimogori	et	al.,	2018),	which	was	matched	to	an	adult	marmoset	MRI	(Mar-

moset	Brain	Mapping,	(Liu	et	al.,	2020;	2018))	(Figure	S25).		

As	for	microglia	and	OPC,	we	observed	spatial	separation	of	AST	subclusters	across	the	brain	

after	partitioning	a	total	of	61,147	nuclei	into	8	subclusters	(Figure	5A,	S26).	GM-enriched	astrocytes	

(AST1)	and	WM-enriched	astrocytes	(AST2)	were	identified	(Bayraktar	et	al.,	2018),	but	subclusters	

AST4	and	AST5	were	also	enriched	in	the	posterior	corpus	callosum	(pCC)	and	optic	tract	(OpT)	rel-

ative	to	other	WM	areas.	Interestingly,	the	AST	subcluster	composition	in	these	two	WM	structures	

was	similar	to	that	found	in	thalamus	(including	lateral	geniculate	nucleus),	midbrain,	pons,	and	cer-

vical	spinal	cord.	This	result	leads	to	the	prediction	that	the	brain’s	response	to	injury	may	not	be	

consistent	across	WM	areas.	With	respect	to	gray	matter,	the	astrocyte	composition	of	the	caudate	

and	hippocampus	resembled	that	in	GM	samples,	whereas	the	cerebellum	stood	out	in	a	category	of	

its	own	(Figure	5A,	S26).		

These	observations	led	us	to	consider	ways	to	group	tissue	that	might	better	explain	this	seg-

regation	developmentally.	Similar	to	a	published	mouse	brain	atlas	(Zeisel	et	al.,	2018),	we	found	that	

grouping	tissue	by	their	secondary	vesicle	origin	during	neural	tube	patterning,	together	with	WM-

GM	disparity,	most	effectively	describes	astrocyte	segregation,	with	some	exceptions.	We	defined	tel-

encephalon	white	(fWM,	tWM,	pWM,	aCC,	pCC),	telencephalon	gray	(fCTX,	tCTX,	pCTX,	oCTX,	CgG,	Cd,	

and	Hipp),	non-telencephalon	(diencephalon:	OpT,	Thal;	mesencephalon:	MB;	metencephalon:	Pons;	

spinal	cord:	cSC),	and	metencephalon	(CE)	as	the	4	categories	on	which	we	mapped	the	landscape	of	

AST	populations	(Figure	5B).	We	found	common	markers,	such	as	ALDH1L1	and	GLI3,	most	effec-

tively	 label	 the	whole	 lineage	of	astrocytes	across	regions,	 including	Bergmann	glia	(AST8)	 in	the	

cerebellum	(Figure	5C).	SLC1A2	is	enriched	in	GM	astrocytes	and	GFAP	and	AQP4	in	WM	astrocytes.			
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To	 further	 understand	 the	 functional	 implication	 of	 this	 segregation,	we	 performed	 gene	

module	and	GO	analysis	(Figure	S26,	Table	S2)	as	described	above.	As	a	positive	control,	we	found	

that	astrocytes	are	generally	involved	in	“sterol	biosynthesis	process,”	as	they	are	the	major	choles-

terol	producer	in	the	brain	(Figure	5D).	As	with	other	cell	types,	terms	related	to	neuron	transmitter	

secretion	and	nervous	system	development	were	enriched	in	GM-enriched	astrocytes	(AST1)	(Figure	

5E).	WM-enriched	astrocytes	(AST3)	were	enriched	with	terms	related	to	cell	migration,	intracellular	

signaling	transduction,	and	blood	vessel	morphogenesis	(Figure	5F).	Cerebellar	astrocytes	(AST6–8)	

were	enriched	in	genes	involved	in	axon	guidance	and	neurogenesis	(Figure	5G).		

	

The	transcriptome	of	white	matter	cells	deviates	from	the	profile	of	forebrain	patterning		

To	further	investigate	the	effect	of	local	patterning	signals	in	defining	AST	subclusters	and	to	

assess	whether	these	signals	also	affect	other	cell	types	in	the	same	region,	we	examined	the	expres-

sion	of	morphogens	along	the	anterior-posterior	(AP)	axis	across	cell	and	tissue	types	(Figure	5H).	

Indeed,	morphogen	patterning	across	brain	regions	was	grossly	preserved	across	cell	 types,	with	

some	interesting	exceptions.	In	telencephalon,	all	cell	types	in	cortical	gray	matter	expressed	high	

levels	of	morphogens	expressed	most	prominently	in	the	forebrain	(FEZF2,	EMX1,	FOXG1,	DLX1,	SHH).	

Whereas	caudate	was	patterned	by	DLX5	and	SIX3,	hippocampus,	though	belonging	to	telencephalon	

gray,	had	an	expression	pattern	that	more	resembled	that	of	WM.	Most	WM	cells	appeared	to	have	

lost	this	specification,	except	for	some	FEZF2	and	FOXG1	expression	in	astrocytes	and	neurons.	Cells	

in	posterior	corpus	callosum,	however,	had	a	morphogen	pattern	similar	to	what	was	observed	in	

thalamus,	LGN,	and	midbrain	(WNT3,	OTX2,	GBX2,	LHX9,	EN1).	EN2	was	enriched	in	cerebellum,	but	

hindbrain	morphogens	(HOX	genes)	were	high	in	pons	and	cervical	spinal	cord	and	sporadically	spot-

ted	in	optic	tract	(Figure	5I).	This	forebrain,	midbrain,	and	hindbrain	specification	was	preserved	

more	prominently	in	AST	than	any	other	cell	class,	and	indeed	determined	their	identity	as	distinct	

AST	subclusters	(Figure	5J).		

	

Gray	matter	glia	share	regulatory	pathways	

The	GM-WM	segregation	of	glia	and	our	observation	of	transcriptional	similarity	across	glia	

in	each	tissue	type	led	us	to	hypothesize	that	there	might	be	pathways	that	are	shared	across	cell	

classes	within	the	same	microenvironment.	To	explore	this	possibility,	we	extracted	and	compared	

differentially	 expressed	 transcription	 factors	 between	 analogous	 GM-	 and	WM-specific	 glia	 pairs	

(MIC1	vs.	MIC3,	OPC1	vs.	OPC3,	AST1	vs.	AST3)	(Figure	6A).	We	found	greater	overlap	in	differentially	

enriched	transcription	factors	in	GM-glia	(15	overlapping	transcription	factors)	compared	to	WM-
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glia	 (3	overlapping	 transcription	 factors).	 Interestingly,	6	 transcription	 factors	 (EGR1,	HLF,	PEG3,	

MYT1L,	HIVEP2,	BHLHE40)	were	shared	across	MIC1,	OPC1,	and	AST1,	whereas	no	transcription	fac-

tor	was	shared	across	the	WM-glia	classes	MIC3,	OPC3,	and	AST3	(Figure	6A–B).	These	GM-glia	tran-

scription	factors	are	known	to	restrict	RNA	biosynthesis	(Figure	6C),	consistent	with	the	observation	

that	GM-glia	are	low	in	RNA	complexity	compared	to	their	WM	counterparts	(Figure	6D).	We	further	

quantified	the	similarity	of	GO	terms	found	in	each	gene	module	by	calculating	the	Jaccard	index	be-

tween	module	pairs	across	cell	classes	and	visualizing	their	similarity	as	networks	(Figure	6E).	Again,	

GO	terms	were	more	similar	among	gene	modules	enriched	in	GM-glia	than	other	gene	modules,	and	

regulatory	programs	in	GM-microglia	showed	highest	similarity	with	those	in	GM-OPC	(Figure	6F).		

	

White	and	gray	matter	glia	differentially	contribute	to	neurological	disorders	

We	explored	bioinformatically	whether	regionally	diverse	glia	are	predicted	to	function	dif-

ferently	in	pathological	conditions.	We	reasoned	that	by	examining	the	expression	of	disease-associ-

ated	genes	in	our	healthy	marmoset	transcriptomic	atlas,	we	might	identify	previously	overlooked	

cellular	contributors	to	human	neurological	disease.	We	therefore	examined	the	cellular	enrichment	

of	genes	associated	with	a	spectrum	of	disorders	using	Expression-Weighted	Cell-type	Enrichment	

(EWCE)	analysis	(Skene	and	Grant,	2016)	(Figure	S29).	Based	on	manually	curated	information	in	

the	Ingenuity	Pathway	Analysis	(IPA)	database	(Table	S4),	we	sorted	genes	into	lists,	ordered	them	

based	on	phenotypical	similarity	between	disorders,	and	displayed	the	number	of	candidate	genes	

in	each	list	that	were	unique	or	shared	across	disorders	(Figure	6G);	lists	with	<9	candidate	genes	

were	dropped	for	simplicity.	As	expected,	genes	annotated	as	being	associated	with	CNS	tumors	were	

shared	with	those	associated	with	glioma	formation	(762	genes),	cognitive	impairment	genes	were	

shared	with	autism	spectrum	disorder	or	intellectual	disability	genes	(268),	and	organic	mental	dis-

order	genes	were	shared	with	Alzheimer	disease	or	 frontotemporal	dementia	genes	 (148	genes).	

Consistent	with	the	microenvironment	specialization	of	glia	reported	here,	we	 found	examples	 in	

which	genes	associated	with	particular	disorders	were	differentially	expressed	in	GM-microglia	only	

(e.g.,	organic	mental	disorder)	and	WM-microglia	only	(e.g,	glioma	formation)	(Figure	6H,	I).	By	con-

trast,	all	microglia	subtypes,	but	not	other	cell	types,	appear	to	contribute	to	multiple	sclerosis	path-

ogenesis	(Figure	6J)	(International	Multiple	Sclerosis	Genetics	Consortium,	2019).	

	

White	matter	glia	interact	with	other	resident	cells	more	than	gray	matter	glia	

As	described	above,	we	observed	the	greatest	GM-WM	spatial	segregation	in	subclusters	of	

microglia,	 OPC,	 and	 astrocytes.	 GM	 cells	were	 generally	 naïve,	 protoplasmic,	 and	 enriched	 in	 GO	
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terms	related	to	neuronal	functioning,	whereas	WM	cells	were	more	active,	fibrous,	and	enriched	in	

GO	terms	related	to	morphogenesis	and	signaling	dynamics.	We	therefore	reasoned	that	intercellular	

communication	within	the	different	microenvironments	may	contribute	to	subcluster	specification.	

To	test	this	hypothesis,	we	modeled	ligand-receptor	interactions	between	cells	found	within	either	

GM	or	WM	using	NicheNet	(Browaeys	et	al.,	2020),	which	curates	known	ligand-receptor	and	recep-

tor-target	relationships	and	ranks	them	based	on	level	of	support	in	published	literature.	We	per-

formed	this	analysis	taking	the	major	GM	and	WM	subclusters	of	microglia,	OPC,	and	astrocytes	as	

“receivers”	and	other	cells	in	the	same	tissue	type	as	“senders”	(Figure	7A	–	C).	

We	consistently	 found	more,	and	more	unique,	 ligand-target	pairs	 in	WM	than	in	GM,	and	

these	were	generated	by	a	wider	variety	of	sender	types	(Table	S3	and	Figure	7E,	H,	K).	In	WM,	en-

dothelial	cells	were	the	most	frequently	observed	additional	sender	types	(Figure	7F,	I,	L).	Astrocytes	

(4,830	 ligand-target	 pairs)	 formed	more	 ligand-target	 pairs	 than	microglia	 (2,828	 pairs)	 or	 OPC	

(1,813	pairs).	Among	ligand-target	pairs	found	in	both	GM	and	WM	(1,753	for	microglia,	1,236	for	

OPC,	3,015	for	astrocytes),	certain	senders	(Figure	S21,	pie	charts)	were	represented	disproportion-

ately	to	their	relative	abundance	(Figure	1E,	S3E),	with	microglia	and	OPC	constituting	the	most	com-

mon	top-ranked	senders	(Figure	S30,	Circos	plots).	This	is	consistent	with	prior	reports	that	micro-

glia	and	OPC	can	survey	their	microenvironments	in	both	physiological	and	pathological	conditions	

(Kirby	et	al.,	2019;	Nimmerjahn	et	al.,	2005).		
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Discussion	

We	characterized	>500,000	nuclei	across	adult	marmoset	brain	and	spinal	cord	and	found	

that	the	gray	and	white	matter	microenvironments	dramatically	impact	the	molecular	profile	of	res-

ident	cells,	suggesting	both	developmental	and	functional	differences.	We	observed	that	the	molecu-

lar	complexity	of	glia	is	highest	in	white	matter	(Figure	6D,	S13B,	S15B,	S26B),	where	transcriptomic	

profiles	deviate	most	from	those	observed	in	the	developing	neural	tube	(Figure	5I),	and	where	there	

is	more	communication	between	nearby	cells	(Figure	7E,	H,	K).	We	found	shared	master	regulators	

that	negatively	impact	transcription	(Figure	6C),	and	shared	pathways	that	are	involved	in	neuronal	

support	(Figure	6E,	F),	in	all	gray	matter	glia.	Whether	these	transcriptomically	heterogeneous	sub-

clusters	defined	in	this	study	respond	differently	to	stimuli	in	pathological	conditions	remain	to	be	

addressed;	however,	we	found	initial	evidence	that	gray	and	white	matter	glia	differentially	contrib-

ute	to	neurological	disorders	(Figure	6G).		

The	GM-WM	segregation	of	the	microglial	transcriptome	was	observed	as	early	as	P7	(during	

myelinogensis)	in	mouse	(Staszewski	and	Hagemeyer,	2019)	and	persisted	along	the	trajectory	of	

normal	aging	in	both	human	and	mouse	(Gefen	et	al.,	2019;	Hart	et	al.,	2012;	Raj	et	al.,	2017).	Signif-

icantly	more	microglia	are	found	in	WM	than	in	GM	of	normal	human	brain	(Mittelbronn	et	al.,	2001),	

and	WM-microglia	are	primed	to	be	more	active	and	respond	to	injury	faster	than	their	GM	counter-

parts	(Bachstetter	et	al.,	2013;	Cătălin	et	al.,	2013;	Hart	et	al.,	2012;	Staszewski	and	Hagemeyer,	2019;	

van	der	Poel	et	al.,	2019).	Consistent	with	previous	reports,	we	found	3	times	more	microglia	in	WM	

than	in	GM	tissue	(Figure	S3E),	and	the	expression	of	genes	related	to	stimulus-response	(such	as	

CD11b,	CD11c,	and	CD64)	were	elevated	in	WM-microglia.	It	is	still	not	clear	if	these	two	populations	

diverge	autonomously	(such	as	from	different	progenitors)	or	are	shaped	environmentally;	however,	

we	observed	more	intercellular	activity	for	WM-microglia	than	GM-microglia	(Figure	7E).	Additional	

transcriptomic	comparison	at	a	time	point	before	the	onset	of	myelination	will	be	necessary	to	ad-

dress	whether	the	relative	absence	of	neuron	cell	bodies	or	the	presence	of	excess	myelin	explains	

microglial	priming	in	WM.		

The	effect	of	the	WM	environment	on	priming	glia	to	be	more	advanced	in	response	to	patho-

logical	challenges	was	also	observed	for	astrocytes	(Bachstetter	et	al.,	2013;	Shannon	et	al.,	2007).	

WM-astrocytes	have	a	higher	capacity	for	glutamate	clearance	to	handle	excitotoxic	insults,	and	dis-

proportionally	higher	senescence-induced	expression	of	GFAP,	a	reactive	gliosis	indicator,	than	GM-

astrocytes	(Lundgaard	et	al.,	2014).	Similarly,	migratory	pathways	appear	to	be	active	in	marmoset	

WM-astrocytes	(Figure	5F),	and	the	differential	interactivity	of	cells	in	each	milieu	(Figure	7K)	we	

observed	in	this	study	might	explain	the	GM-WM	disparity	of	astrocytes.	However,	multiple	lineage-
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tracing	experiments	support	that	there	is	clonal	exclusion	to	generate	either	protoplasmic	(GM	en-

riched)	or	fibrous	(WM	enriched)	astrocytes,	which	are	likely	to	be	produced	by	independent	pro-

genitors	 (Tabata,	 2015).	 In	 line	with	 this	 view,	we	 found	 that	 even	 anterior-posterior	patterning	

genes	were	grossly	preserved	across	all	types	of	glia	(Figure	5I),	whereas	regional	determination	of	

subset	 identities	was	only	present	 in	astrocytes	(Figure	5J).	 In	summary,	although	environmental	

cues	contribute	to	diversifying	astrocytes,	our	data	suggest	that	the	heterogeneity	in	their	develop-

mental	origin	plays	a	bigger	role	in	subtype	specialization.	

Similar	with	 our	 finding	 that	marmoset	 gray	matter	microglia	 appear	 younger	 than	 their	

white	matter	counterparts	(Figure	2),	it	has	been	reported	that	rat	white	matter	OPC	are	more	ma-

ture	than	gray	matter	OPC	(Lentferink	et	al.,	2018)	and	differentiate	into	mature	oligodendrocytes	

more	efficiently	(Viganò	et	al.,	2013).	Electrophysiological	properties	of	OPC	vary	between	white	and	

gray	matter	and	with	age,	and	they	correlate	with	differentiation	potentiality	(Chittajallu	et	al.,	2004;	

Spitzer	et	al.,	2019).	Therefore,	we	examined	the	OPC	expression	of	ion	channel	genes	as	a	surrogate	

of	electrophysiological	function,	and	examined	the	tissue	origin	of	differentiating	OPC	(OPC5).	We	

found	differential	expression	of	ion	channels	between	gray	and	white	matter	OPC	(Figure	S16)	but	a	

similar	abundance	(<1.5%)	of	OPC5	across	brain	regions	(Figure	3C).	Further	study	will	be	necessary	

to	address	whether	tissue-of-origin	influences	the	relative	abundance	of	OPC5	under	conditions,	such	

as	development	or	repair,	where	OPC	differentiation	is	stimulated.	

We	also	interrogated	the	similarities	and	differences	of	oligodendrocyte	lineage	cells	across	

species	and	developmental	trajectories	in	depth	by	re-analyzing	data	from	prior	studies	in	zebrafish	

(Marisca	et	al.,	2020),	mouse	(Marques	et	al.,	2016;	Zeisel	et	al.,	2018;	Zhang	et	al.,	2014),	and	human	

(Habib	et	al.,	2017;	Lake	et	al.,	2018;	Polioudakis	et	al.,	2019;	Zhang	et	al.,	2016).	Similar	to	OPC	de-

rived	from	adult	human	brain,	we	did	not	observe	a	separate	cycling	OPC	cluster	(TOP2A+)	in	adult	

marmoset	brain,	as	has	been	reported	for	OPC	in	derived	from	zebrafish,	adult	mouse,	and	developing	

human	cortex	(Figure	S17–18).	 Instead,	cells	expressing	S	and	G2/M	phase	genes	were	dispersed	

within	OPC1–3	subclusters.	OPC4,	however,	was	enriched	with	genes	that	defined	as	G0G1	(Figure	

3B),	i.e.,	quiescent	cells	(Feldman	et	al.,	2019).	Marmoset	white	matter	OPC	(OPC3)	had	lower	tran-

scriptomic	agreement	with	OPC	 from	other	datasets	 than	marmoset	gray	matter	OPC	(Figure	3I),	

supporting	our	speculation	that	white	matter	glia	might	be	“older,”	i.e.,	further	deviated	from	their	

developmental	status.	Perhaps	surprisingly,	differentiating	OPC	(MAG+	or	ENPP6+)	in	zebrafish	and	

mouse	(dr,	mm1,	mm2;	Figure	3I)	were	more	similar	to	marmoset	oligodendrocytes	(OLI1–6)	than	

to	marmoset	differentiating	OPC	(OPC5).	In	contrast,	human	(hs1,	hs3)	differentiating	OPC	had	high	

agreement	 with	 marmoset	 OPC5,	 and	 similarity	 with	 marmoset	 oligodendrocytes	 gradually	
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decreased	 from	OLI6	 to	OLI1.	These	observations	 suggest	either	 that	OPC5	 is	a	 transitional	 state	

unique	to	primates,	or	that	mouse	OPC	have	a	much	quicker	transcriptomic	switch	from	OPC	to	oli-

godendrocytes	that	is	hard	to	capture	in	single	cell	analysis.		

The	finding	that	OLI6	are	most	similar	to	OPC	in	other	species	runs	counter	to	our	initial	def-

inition	of	ENPP6high	cells,	most	common	in	OLI1,	as	the	“youngest”	oligodendrocyte	subcluster	(Xiao	

et	al.,	2016).	To	resolve	this	paradox,	we	note	that	across	both	species	(rodents	and	primates)	and	

techniques	(scRNA-seq	and	snRNA-seq),	oligodendrocyte-lineage	cells	are	arranged	into	a	continu-

ous	path	in	dimension-reduced	space	(tSNE	or	UMAP);	the	most	parsimonious	explanation	of	this	

observation	is	the	trajectory	of	lineage	development.	There	is	experimental	data	in	support	of	this	

idea	from	mouse	studies,	in	which	clusters	of	oligodendrocyte	lineage	have	been	defined	that	explain	

graded	transcriptomic	changes	toward	terminal	differentiation.	Despite	some	discrepancy	in	the	as-

signment	of	subcluster	identity,	5	major	stages	of	oligodendrocyte	lineage	cells	are	widely	accepted:	

OPC,	differentiation-committed	oligodendrocyte	precursors	(COP),	newly	formed	oligodendrocytes	

(NFOL),	myelin-forming	oligodendrocytes	 (MFOL),	 and	mature	oligodendrocytes	 (MOL).	Unfortu-

nately,	there	is	no	single	marker	or	small	group	of	markers	that	can	cleanly	separate	these	groups.	

To	 gain	more	 insight,	 we	 compared	 the	 transcriptome	 of	 a	 bulk-RNA	 sequencing	 data	 from	 im-

munopanned	 neural	 cells	 (Zhang	 et	 al.,	 2014)	 and	 two	 single-cell	 sequencing	 datasets	 in	mouse	

(Marques	et	al.,	2016;	Zeisel	et	al.,	2018).	We	found	that	the	transcriptome	of	NFOL,	as	defined	by	a	

cell	surface	marker	(GalC+),	was	most	closely	correlated	with	 that	of	mature	oligodendrocytes,	as	

defined	by	single	cell	analysis	in	both	datasets,	and	the	pattern	of	correlation	did	not	track	with	the	

ordering	of	those	oligodendrocyte	subclusters	in	UMAP	space	(Figure	S23).	Interestingly,	we	found	

the	same	correlational	pattern	for	immunopanning-defined	MO.	Together,	these	observations	raise	

the	possibility	 that	 the	 single-path	model	of	 the	differentiation	 trajectory	of	oligodendrocytes	 re-

quires	modification.		

Although	our	study	was	carefully	designed	and	executed,	and	rigorous	quality	control	steps	

were	implemented	at	every	stage	of	the	experimental	and	analysis	pipeline,	technical	variation	and	

artifacts	remain	intermingled	with	biological	effects.	For	example,	spinal	cord	samples	were	outside	

the	region	covered	by	the	MRI	atlas,	and	results	were	derived	from	2	libraries	prepared	with	10x	v2	

and	1	library	with	10x	v3	chemistry	(fewer	genes	were	recovered	using	v2	than	from	v3	on	average).	

Some	spinal	cord	neurons	and	cerebellar	Purkinje	cells	were	likely	under-sampled,	as	they	are	larger	

and	might	not	be	captured	in	droplets	or	pass	through	microfluidic	chambers	similarly	to	smaller	

cells.	Additionally,	while	 snRNA-seq	has	 several	 advantages,	 including	higher	 tolerance	 for	 tissue	

processing,	 it	 captures	 only	 nascent	 RNAs	 and	 cannot	 interrogate	 locally	 enriched	 species	 along	
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neural	cell	processes.	Another	limitation	is	that	annotations	for	genes	and	transcripts,	and	associated	

functional	terms,	are	less	complete	for	marmoset	than	for	mouse	or	human,	and	many	annotations	

are	inferred	and	might	change	in	the	future.	We	were	therefore	relatively	conservative	in	clustering	

and	defining	cell	types,	and	it	is	likely	that	further	subclustering	would	yield	more	distinct	cell	types.	

In	our	work,	we	defined	cell	 types	and	linked	their	molecular	properties	to	functions	by	pathway	

analysis	and	disease	association	mapping,	but	morphological	and	electrophysiological	features	re-

main	unlinked.	With	respect	to	sampling,	although	we	profiled	as	many	nuclei	as	possible	in	each	

round,	often	<1%	of	nuclei	were	profiled	from	each	region	(Figure	S1E),	meaning	that	rare	subclus-

ters	were	probably	missed.	Finally,	given	finite	resources	we	elected	to	sample	the	brain	richly	rather	

than	to	include	samples	from	additional	marmosets,	 limiting,	 for	example,	our	ability	answer	sex-

specific	or	left-right	asymmetry-related	questions.	These	limitations	aside,	our	analysis	provides	a	

framework	for	understanding	the	diversity	of	cell	types	in	the	marmoset	brain	and	lays	the	ground-

work	for	future	work.	

In	summary,	we	developed	a	protocol	that	is	easily	adapted	to	other	settings	and	allows	nu-

clei	to	be	mapped	onto	relatively	small	regions	to	increase	reproducibility	and	aid	future	validation	

studies.	We	focused	less	on	using	one	or	a	few	genes	to	define	cellular	subtype	and	instead	considered	

the	whole	transcriptome	to	highlight	relative	differences	in	function	among	similar	cells	of	the	same	

class.	We	demonstrated	ways	of	using	our	data	to	classify	unknown	cell	types,	query	intercellular	

communication,	and	discover	associations	with	disease.	We	hope	that	the	carefully	annotated	mar-

moset	brain	cell	atlas	we	have	built,	CjPCA,	will	benefit	and	inform	future	studies	in	evolutional,	de-

velopmental,	and	pathological	neurobiology.		
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Data	availability	

Raw	and	processed	datasets	will	be	submitted	to	Gene	Expression	Omnibus	(GEO).	Data	can	

also	be	visualized	at	https://cjpca.ninds.nih.gov.		
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Figure	1.	 Single-nucleus	 transcriptional	profiling	of	 adult	marmoset	brain	 and	 spinal	 cord	

identifies	6	cell	classes	and	87	subclusters,	with	key	differences	in	glial	phenotypes	in	gray	vs.	

white	matter.		

(A) Schematic	illustration	of	experimental	workflow	to	scan	and	map	brain	to	marmoset	MRI	at-

lases	(Marmoset	Brain	Mapping	V1	&	V2).		

(B) Location	of	tissue	samples	on	the	standard	slab	(SS)	index.	Samples	from	22	different	areas	

were	collected	as	cylinders	of	2	mm	diameter	by	3	mm	height.		

(C) Nuclei	were	isolated	to	prepare	cDNA	library	with	10x	Genomics	technology	and	sequenced	

to	 profile	 transcriptomes.	 Reads	 were	 mapped	 to	 a	 marmoset	 genome	 assembly	

(ASM275486v1)	with	Ensembl	release-95	for	annotation.	In	Level	1	clustering,	534,553	nu-

clei	were	included.	

(D) Total	sampled	areas	are	 labeled	by	three	types	of	tissue	categories	(Cat):	 fine,	coarse,	and	

developmental	 (Dev).	 fWM,	 frontal	 white	 matter;	 tWM,	 temporal	 white	 matter;	 pWM,	
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parietal	white	matter;	aCC,	anterior	corpus	callosum;	pCC,	posterior	corpus	callosum;	OpT,	

optic	tract;	fCTX,	frontal	cortex;	tCTX,	temporal	cortex;	pCTX,	parietal	cortex;	oCTX,	occipital	

cortex;	CgG,	 cingulate	gyrus;	Cd,	 caudate;	Thal,	 thalamus;	LGN,	 lateral	geniculate	nucleus;	

Hipp,	hippocampus;	MB,	midbrain;	Pons,	Pons;	CE,	cerebellum;	cSC,	cervical	spinal	cord;	Tel,	

telencephalon;	Die,	 Diencephalon;	Mes,	 Mesencephalon;	Met,	 Metencephalon;	 SC,	 Spinal	

cord.	

(E) Cells	were	 initially	 divided	 into	 6	major	 classes	 (Level	 1	 clustering),	 comprising	 neurons	

(NEU),	oligodendrocytes	(OLI),	oligodendrocyte	progenitor	cells	(OPC),	microglia/immune	

cells	(MIC),	astrocytes	(AST),	and	vascular/meningeal/ventricular	cells	(VAS).	The	number	

and	percentage	of	nuclei	that	passed	the	first	round	of	standardized	quality	control	ranged	

from	46.6%	(NEU)	to	2.3%	(VAS).	To	avoid	overcrowding,	the	scatter	plots	presented	here	

represent	a	random	sample	of	100K	nuclei.	

(F) Top,	each	of	the	Level	1	classes	was	further	subclustered	and	colored	by	Level	2	clustering.	

Bottom,	the	same	UMAP	scatter	plots	analyzed	in	Level	2	are	colored	by	coarse	tissue	cate-

gory.	GM-enriched	and	WM-enriched	microglia,	OPC,	and	astrocytes	subtypes	were	discov-

ered.		

See	also	Figure	S1–S12,	Table	S1,	S2,	and	S4.	
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Figure	2.	Microglia	subclusters	are	spatially	segregated,	the	transcriptomic	specialization	of	

marmoset	GM-microglia	resembles	that	in	microglia	of	young	mice,	and	pathways	related	to	

stimulus	response	are	elevated	in	WM-microglia.	
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(A) UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	microglia/immune	cells	(MIC)	colored	by	subcluster	and	

split	by	sampling	site.	See	Figure	1D	for	tissue	label	abbreviation	list.		

(B) Box	plot	showing	the	relative	abundance	of	MIC	subclusters	in	each	tissue	type	in	coarse	cat-

egory	(see	Figure	1D	for	list).	MIC1	and	MIC2	are	enriched	in	GM	and	MIC3	in	WM.	Median	is	

annotated	(◆)	and	listed.	

(C) Heatmap	and	dot	plot	showing	mean-centered	and	z-score-scaled	marker	gene	expression	in	

global	space	(heatmap,	MIC	average	expression	among	Level	1	classes)	and	local	space	(dot	

plot,	among	Level	2	subclusters).	The	portion	of	the	heatmap	that	represents	global	micro-

glia/immune	cells	(g-MIC)	is	reproduced	here	from	the	full	heatmap	shown	in	Figure	S13E.		

(D) Linear	regression	on	the	normalized	abundance	of	MIC1,	MIC2,	and	MIC3	subclusters	with	

oligodendrocyte	(OLI)	or	neuron	(NEU)	clusters.	The	abundance	of	WM-enriched	microglia	

(MIC3)	corelates	with	the	abundance	of	OLI	and	NEU.	The	density	of	gray	matter-enriched	

microglia	(MIC1	and	MIC2)	is	independent	of	tissue	type.		

(E) Top,	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	mouse	microglia	from	Hammond	et.	al.	2019	colored	

by	age	and	expression	of	P2ry13	and	Ptprc	(See	Figure	14	for	detail).	Bottom,	UMAP	scatter	

plot	visualization	of	marmoset	microglia	colored	by	tissue	type	in	coarse	category	and	ex-

pression	of	P2RY13	and	PTPRC.		

(F) Top,	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	mouse	microglia	from	Hammond	et.	al.	2019	colored	

by	subclusters	(See	Figure	14	for	detail).	Bottom,	heatmap	showing	Pearson’s	correlation	co-

efficient	 (r)	 between	7	MIC	 subclusters	 from	marmoset	 and	6	microglia	 subclusters	 from	

mouse	(mm_c0	–	mm_c5).	

(G) Heatmap	showing	the	expression	of	gene	modules	in	7	MIC	subclusters	from	marmoset	(left),	

mouse	microglia	grouped	by	age	(middle),	and	6	mouse	microglia	subclusters	(right).	Gene	

modules	that	are	highly	enriched	in	gray	matter	microglia	(MIC1)	of	marmoset	are	enriched	

in	microglia	of	younger	mouse	(PG.m8/2,	Knn.m5/3/6),	and	gene	modules	that	are	enriched	

in	white	matter	microglia	 (MIC3)	 of	marmoset	 are	 enriched	 in	microglia	 of	 older	mouse	

(PG.m3/4/1,	Knn.m2/7/1).		

(H	–	M)	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	marmoset	MIC	(left)	and	mouse	microglia	(middle)	

colored	by	averaged	expression	of	MIC	gene	modules.	Right,	dot	plot	showing	the	enriched	

GO	terms	from	the	list	of	genes	in	each	module.	GO	terms	relating	to	pre-	and	post-synaptic	

assembly,	neurotransmitter	secretion,	and	regulation	of	neuron	development	were	enriched	

in	GM-microglia	(Knn.m3,	H).	Terms	related	to	biomolecule	activity,	cell	movement,	stimulus	

response,	and	regulation	of	nucleic	acids	were	enriched	in	WM-microglia	(PG.m1/4,	I	and	K).	
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GO,	gene	ontology;	BP,	biological	process;	CC,	cellular	component;	MF,	molecular	function;	

HP,	human	phenotype	ontology.	

See	also	Figure	S13–14,	Table	S2	and	S4.	
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Figure	3.	Oligodendrocyte	progenitor	cell	(OPC)	subclusters	are	spatially	segregated,	GM-OPC	

are	enriched	with	pathways	related	to	neuronal	support,	and	WM-OPC	are	a	unique	popula-

tion	compared	to	previously	reported	OPC	in	other	species.		
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(A) UMAP	scatter-plot	visualization	of	oligodendrocyte	precursor	cells	(OPC)	colored	by	Level	2	

subclustering	and	split	by	sampling	site.	See	Figure	1	for	tissue	label	abbreviation.	

(B) Heatmap	and	dot	plot	showing	marker	gene	expression	in	global	space	(heatmap,	OPC	aver-

age	expression	among	Level	1	classes)	and	 local	space	(dot	plot,	Level	2	subclusters).	See	

Table	S4	for	gene	set	list.	The	portion	of	the	heatmap	that	represents	global	OPC	(g-OPC)	is	

reproduced	here	from	the	full	heatmap	shown	in	Figure	S15F.		

(C) Box	plot	showing	the	relative	abundance	of	OPC	subclusters	of	each	tissue	type	in	coarse	cat-

egory	(see	Figure	1D	for	list).	Median	is	annotated	(◆)	and	listed.		

(D) Linear	regression	on	the	normalized	abundance	of	Level	2	subclusters	(OPC1	and	OPC3)	with	

OLI	or	NEU	partition	annotated	in	Level	1	analysis.	Individual	samples	were	colored	by	coarse	

category.	The	abundance	of	WM-enriched	OPC	(OPC3)	corelates	with	the	abundance	of	OLI	

and	NEU.	The	abundance	of	GM-enriched	OPC	(OPC1)	is	proportional	across	different	tissue	

type.	

(E	–	H)	Two	angles	of	3D	UMAP	scatter-plot	visualizations	of	nuclei	colored	by	OPC	subcluster	

annotation	(E)	and	average	expression	of	selected	gene	modules	(Top,	F–H).	Dot	plot	showing	

the	enriched	GO	terms	from	the	list	of	genes	in	each	module	(Bottom,	F–H).			

(I)	Heatmap	showing	the	Pearson’s	correlation	coefficient	(r)	between	11	oligodendrocyte	line-

age	cells	(OPC1–5	and	OLI1–6,	see	Figure	4	for	detail)	from	marmoset	and	multiple	subclus-

ters	of	oligodendrocyte-lineage	cells	in	zebrafish	(dr),	mouse	(mm),	and	human	(hs).	d.p.f.,	

days	post	fertilization;	P,	postnatal	day;	GW,	gestational	weeks.		

(J)	Scatter	plot	showing	the	ratio	of	r2	between	OPC2	and	OPC1	(left)	and	OPC3	and	OPC1	(right),	

calculated	from	the	correlation	analysis	across	species	shown	in	Figure	3I.	OPC1	and	OPC2	

are	similar	to	one	another	and	to	OPC	found	in	other	species.	On	the	other	hand,	WM-OPC	

(OPC3)	is	a	distinct	subcluster,	consistently	showing	lower	correlation	with	previously	de-

fined	clusters	compared	to	GM-OPC	(OPC1).	Median	is	annotated	(◆).	

See	also	Figure	S15–S19,	Table	S2	and	S4	
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Figure	4.	Oligodendrocyte	differentiation	state	varies	by	region,	oligodendrocytes	in	cortical	

gray	matter	are	mostly	mature,	and	sets	of	transcription	factors	are	elevated	in	an	orderly	

fashion	along	the	developmental	trajectory	in	pseudotime.		
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(A) 2D	UMAP	scatter-plot	visualization	of	oligodendrocytes	(OLI)	colored	by	Level	2	subcluster	

and	split	by	sampling	site.	See	Figure	1	for	tissue	label	abbreviation	list	and	Figure	5	for	color	

code	of	each	tissue.	

(B) Heatmap	and	dot	plot	showing	mean-centered	and	z-score-scaled	marker	gene	expression	in	

global	space	(heatmap,	OLI	average	expression	among	Level	1	classes)	and	local	space	(dot	

plot,	Level	2	OLI	subclusters).	The	portion	of	the	heatmap	that	represents	global	OLI	(g-OLI)	

is	reproduced	here	from	the	full	heatmap	shown	in	Figure	S20F.		

(C) Box	plot	showing	the	relative	abundance	of	OLI	subclusters	in	each	tissue	type	(coarse	cate-

gory;	see	Figure	1D	for	list).	Putative	early	(young)	populations	(OLI1	and	OLI2,	ENPP6high)	

are	low	in	GM	compared	to	WM	and	other	tissue	types.	OLI4	is	the	major	cluster	in	all	tissue	

types.	Median	is	annotated	(◆)	and	listed.	

(D) Two	angles	of	3D	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	nuclei	colored	by	OLI	subcluster	annota-

tion	and	expression	of	selected	marker	genes.	A	spiral-like	3D	UMAP	pattern	along	the	sub-

clusters	was	noted.	

(E) Left,	2D	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	nuclei	colored	by	pseudotime.	The	starting	point	

of	pseudotime	was	defined	at	the	tip	of	the	OLI1	subcluster	(①	denoted).	Right,	plot	of	gene	

expression	as	a	function	of	pseudotime.	Dots	in	each	subplot	are	colored	by	OLI	subcluster	

identity.		

(F) Heatmap	showing	the	mean-centered	and	z-score-scaled	expression	of	transcription	factors	

across	pseudotime.	Nuclei	were	grouped	into	125	bins	(columns)	by	step	size	of	1	pseudo-

time	unit.	Jitter	plot	on	the	top	of	heatmap	is	colored	by	OLI	subcluster	identity,	showing	the	

distribution	of	nuclei	as	a	function	of	pseudotime	for	visual	reference.	Three	major	branches	

of	genes	were	annotated	to	facilitate	indexing	(❶,	❷,	and	❸).	

(G) Top,	box	plot	showing	the	distribution	of	nuclei	 in	each	OLI	subcluster	across	pseudotime	

bins.	Median	is	annotated	(–).	Middle,	line	chart	showing	the	expression	of	2	representative	

transcription	factors	with	linearly	decreasing	(TRPS1,	branch	❶	in	F)	and	increasing	(CREB5,	

branch	❸	 in	 F)	 expression	pattern	 over	 the	 trajectory	 of	 pseudotime.	 Bottom,	 line	 chart	

showing	the	expression	of	4	representative	transcription	factors	with	expression	levels	that	

peak	at	various	pseudotime	points.	A	locally	estimated	scatterplot	smoothing	(LOESS)	curve	

was	fitted	for	each	expression	pattern,	and	the	flanking	gray	bands	indicate	95%	confidence	

intervals.			
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(H) Two	angles	of	3D	UMAP	scatter	plot	visualization	of	nuclei	colored	by	averaged	expression	of	

3	OLI	gene	modules	(PG.m4,	PG.m8,	and	Knn.m11).	Dot	plot	showing	the	enriched	GO	terms	

from	the	list	of	genes	in	each	module.		

See	also	Figure	S20–23,	Table	S2	and	S4.	
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Figure	5.	Astrocyte	subclusters	are	spatially	segregated	and	respect	the	boundaries	of	second-

ary	vesicles	during	neural	tube	development.	

(A) UMAP	scatter-plot	visualization	of	astrocytes	(AST)	colored	by	subcluster	identity	and	split	

by	sampling	site.	

(B) UMAP	scatter-plot	visualization	of	AST	nuclei	colored	by	tissue	type	in	developmental	cate-

gory	(See	Figure	1D	for	list).		

(C) Heatmap	and	dot	plot	showing	mean-centered	and	z-score-scaled	marker	gene	expression	in	

global	space	(heatmap,	AST	average	expression	among	Level	1	classes,	C50)	and	local	space	

(dot	plot,	AST	subclusters).	The	portion	of	the	heatmap	that	represents	global	AST	(g-AST)	is	

reproduced	here	from	the	full	heatmap	shown	in	Figure	S26F.		

	(D	–	G)	Upper	left,	UMAP	scatter-plot	visualization	of	AST	nuclei	colored	by	averaged	expression	

of	selected	modules.	Bottom,	dot	plots	showing	enriched	Gene	Ontology	(GO)	terms	from	the	

list	of	genes	in	each	module;	selected	terms	for	the	marker	expression	plot	are	annotated	(*).	
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Upper	 right,	dot	plots	 showing	 the	detected	genes	 from	selected	 terms.	Examples	 include	

“sterol	biosynthetic	process”	and	“Golgi	vesicle	budding”	(D);	 “axonogenesis”	and	“neuron	

apoptotic	 process”	 (E);	 “blood	vessel	morphogenesis”	 (F);	 “axon	 guidance,”	 “regulation	of	

neurogenesis,”	and	“midbrain	development”	(G).		

(H)	Schematic	illustration	of	morphogen	expression	along	the	anterior-posterior	axis	of	the	neu-

ral	tube	during	development.	See	Figure	1	for	tissue	label	abbreviation	list.		

(I)	Heatmap	showing	the	expression	of	selected	morphogens	in	Level	1	classes,	split	by	sampling	

site.	The	sampling	sites	are	ordered	approximately	along	the	anterior-posterior	axis	of	the	

neural	tube	during	development	from	left	to	right	(tWM	to	cSC);	the	genes	that	are	enriched	

along	the	same	axis	are	ordered	from	top	to	bottom	(FEZF2	to	HOXB7).	

(J)	Heatmap	showing	the	expression	of	selected	morphogens	across	Level	2	subclustering	in	as-

trocytes.		

See	also	Figure	S24–28,	Table	S2	and	S4.	
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Figure	6.	Gray	matter	and	white	matter	glia	are	distinguished	by	their	shared	regulatory	path-

ways	and	contribution	to	neurological	disorders.		

(A) Venn	diagram	showing	 the	 shared	 transcription	 factors	 across	 gray	matter	 glia	 (top)	 and	

white	matter	glia	(bottom).	Differentially	enriched	transcription	factors	between	gray	and	

white	matter	subclusters	are	tabulated	(MIC1	against	MIC3,	OPC1	against	OPC3,	AST1	against	

AST3).		
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(B) Heatmap	showing	the	expression	of	the	6	shared	transcription	factors	enriched	in	GM	glia.		

(C) Dot	plot	showing	the	enriched	GO	terms	from	the	6	shared	transcription	factors	that	are	en-

riched	in	GM	glia.	GM	glia	are	enriched	with	regulatory	pathways	that	negatively	impact	RNA	

biosynthesis,	consistent	with	the	 lower	number	of	genes	detected	 in	GM	glia	compared	to	

their	WM	counterpart	(See	Figure	S13B,	S15B,	S26B).		

(D) Violin	plot	showing	the	number	of	genes	detected	in	each	cluster.	Median	is	annotated	(◆).		

(E) Network	plot	showing	the	similarity	of	GO	terms	identified	in	each	gene	module.	The	size	of	

nodes	in	the	network	represents	the	number	of	significant	GO	terms	found	in	each	gene	mod-

ule,	and	nodes	are	annotated	by	shape	to	reflect	differential	loading	of	each	module	(dot,	gene	

module	enriched	primarily	in	GM-glia;	diamond,	gene	module	enriched	primarily	in	WM-glia;	

star,	 gene	module	enriched	 in	multiple	 and/or	 “other”	 tissues).	Edges	between	nodes	are	

scaled	to	reflect	similarity	between	two	list	of	GO	terms:	thicker	edges	indicate	greater	simi-

larity	between	the	gene	modules.	Only	edges	with	Jaccard	index	>0.25	are	shown	to	avoid	

crowding,	which	results	in	the	separation	into	3	distinct	networks.	

(F) Enlargement	of	the	network	plot	indicated	in	the	dashed	circle	showed	in	Figure	6E.		

(G) Bar	and	UpSet	plots	showing	the	overlap	of	genes	associated	with	a	variety	of	neurological	

disorders	as	defined	in	the	IPA	database.	The	number	of	genes	is	listed	next	to	the	name	of	

the	disorder	(bottom	panel,	y	axis	label).	The	number	of	intersecting	genes	between	indicated	

disorders	(solid	black	dot	and	line),	but	not	shared	by	any	other	disorders	(empty	gray	dot),	

is	labeled	and	shown	on	the	bar	graph	(top	panel).		

(H) Bar	graph	showing	strong	enrichment	of	genes	associated	with	organic	mental	disorder	in	

GM	microglia	(MIC1)	and	GM	astrocytes	(AST1).		

(I) Bar	graph	showing	strong	enrichment	of	genes	associated	with	glioma	formation	in	WM	mi-

croglia	(MIC3)	as	well	as	oligodendrocytes,	but	not	astrocytes.	

(J) Bar	graph	showing	strong	enrichment	of	genes	associated	with	multiple	sclerosis	in	all	mi-

croglia	subclusters.		

See	also	Figure	S29,	Table	S2	and	S4.			
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Figure	7.	Interactions	between	resident	cells	are	more	extensive	in	white	matter	than	in	gray	

matter.	

(A) We	modeled	intercellular	communication	in	cerebral	white	matter	(WM)	and	cortical	gray	

matter	(GM)	microenvironments	(see	Figure	1D	for	list)	using	a	pre-established	database	in	
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NicheNet	(Browaeys	et	al.,	2020),	which	contains	information	about	ligand-receptor	and	re-

ceptor-target	 pairs.	We	 aimed	 to	 identify	 cell	 types	 (“senders”)	 that	 express	 ligands	with	

matching	receptors	in	target	cells	(“receivers”).	To	limit	false	positivity,	we	kept	linked	pairs	

only	if	the	expression	of	downstream	target	genes	also	matched	the	receptor-target	pairing	

information	in	the	database.	All	cell	classes	defined	in	Level	1	analysis	were	included	as	send-

ers	 in	each	microenvironment,	and	their	 influence	on	microglia,	OPC,	and	astrocytes	were	

modeled.			

(B) Senders	present	in	GM	are	colored	blue	for	each	cell	class.		

(C) Senders	present	in	WM	are	colored	yellow	for	each	cell	class.		

(D	–	F)	Genes	differentially	expressed	between	MIC1	in	GM	and	MIC3	in	WM	were	set	as	target	

genes	in	the	NicheNet	analysis.	Ligand	genes	expressed	by	senders	in	GM	or	WM	(coarse	cat-

egory,	see	Figure	1D	for	list)	were	extracted	and	filtered	separately,	and	links	to	receptors	

expressed	by	MIC1	or	MIC3	were	matched	and	scored	by	NicheNet	independently.	The	num-

ber	of	final	established	ligand-target	(LT)	pairs	in	GM	or	WM	tissue	are	compared	in	Venn	

diagrams	(E,	top).	The	number	of	shared	ligand-target	pairs	(1753)	and	the	top	100	features	

in	 each	 environment	 are	 plotted	 in	 the	 center	 (E,	 bottom;	 see	 Figure	 S30	 for	 full	 panel).	

Sender	cell	types	(in	Level	1	classes)	for	ligand-target	pairs	that	are	unique	to	each	environ-

ment	are	further	depicted	in	pie	charts	(E,	middle).	In	the	153	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	

unique	to	GM,	ligands	were	found	from	neurons,	oligodendrocytes,	and	microglia	(D).	In	the	

922	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	unique	to	WM	tissue,	ligands	were	found	from	additional	

cell	types	(astrocytes,	vascular	cells,	and	OPC,	F).		

(G	–	I)	Genes	differentially	expressed	between	OPC1	in	GM	and	OPC3	in	cWM	were	set	as	target	

genes	in	the	NicheNet	analysis.	Ligand	genes	expressed	by	senders	in	GM	or	WM	(coarse	cat-

egory,	see	Figure	1D	for	list)	were	extracted	and	filtered	separately,	and	links	to	receptors	

expressed	by	OPC1	or	OPC3	were	matched	and	scored	by	NicheNet	independently.	The	num-

ber	of	final	established	ligand-target	(LT)	pairs	in	GM	or	WM	tissue	are	compared	in	Venn	

diagrams	(H,	top).	The	number	of	shared	ligand-target	pairs	(1236)	and	the	top	100	features	

in	 each	 environment	 are	 plotted	 in	 the	 center	 (H,	 bottom;	 see	 Figure	 S30	 for	 full	 panel).	

Sender	cell	types	(in	Level	1	classes)	for	ligand-target	pairs	that	are	unique	to	each	environ-

ment	are	further	depicted	in	pie	charts	(H,	middle).	In	the	36	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	

unique	to	GM,	ligands	were	found	from	neurons,	oligodendrocytes,	and	microglia	(G).	In	the	

541	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	unique	to	WM	tissue,	ligands	were	found	from	additional	

cell	types	(microglia,	astrocytes,	vascular	cells,	oligodendrocytes,	and	OPC,	I).		
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(J	–	L)	Genes	differentially	expressed	between	AST1	in	GM	and	AST3	in	WM	were	set	as	target	

genes	in	the	NicheNet	analysis.	Ligand	genes	expressed	by	senders	in	GM	or	WM	(coarse	cat-

egory,	see	Figure	1D	for	list)	were	extracted	and	filtered	separately,	and	links	to	receptors	

expressed	by	AST1	or	AST3	were	matched	and	scored	by	NicheNet	independently.	The	num-

ber	of	final	established	ligand-target	(LT)	pairs	in	GM	or	WM	tissue	are	compared	in	Venn	

diagrams	(K,	top).	The	number	of	shared	ligand-target	pairs	(3015)	and	the	top	100	features	

in	each	environment	are	plotted	in	the	center	(K,	bottom;	see	also	Figure	S30	for	full	panel).	

Sender	cell	types	(in	Level	1	classes)	for	ligand-target	pairs	that	are	unique	to	each	environ-

ment	are	further	depicted	in	pie	charts	(K,	middle).	In	the	208	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	

unique	to	GM,	ligands	were	found	from	neurons,	oligodendrocytes,	and	microglia	(J).	In	the	

1607	ligand-target	pairs	that	were	unique	to	WM	tissue,	ligands	were	found	from	additional	

cell	types	(astrocytes,	vascular	cells,	and	OPC,	L).	

See	also	Figure	S30	and	Table	S3.	
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